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A class of numerical methods for nonlinear large sparse eigenvalue problems
are studied in this thesis. Rational Krylov method and nonlinear Arnoldi method
are effective methods to find all eigenvalues of a nonlinear eigenvalue problem in
some region.Both algorithms are belong to iterative projection methods and do
indeed resemble each other.The difference between them lies only in the way
of implementation.Nonlinear Arnoldi method has the advantage over nonlinear
Krylov method that it can take a flexible and more efficient way to solve the
projected eigenvalue problem.But nonlinear rational Krylov method does not
require the explicit form of the projected eigenvalue problem and may be more
suitable for some particular applications.
Nonliner Krylov method use a linearization to approximate the nonlinear
problem and solve the projected eigenvalue problem approximately. By making
use of the idea of refined projection and adopting refined vector instead of Ritz
vector,we present the refined nonlinear rational Krylov method.
In view of the considerable expense of LU factorization for large system,we















Practical algorithms are given for these methods and numerical examples
with them indicate the improved two methods presented in this thesis are superior
in speed of convergence.
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T (λ)x = 0 (1.1)
ùp T (λ) ∈ Cn×n´± λ ∈ DëêÝ
õª§D ∈ Cm8"XJ¯
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XJ z1, z2, ..., zm ´ m nþ§K Z = (z1, z2, ..., zm)L« n × m
Ý
§Ù¥ zi Z1 i"
XJ Z = (z1, z2, ..., zm)§K span(z1, z2, ..., zm)½ span(Z)L«d ZÜ
¤fm§span(Z)⊥ L« span(Z)Ö"






























Vm ´ m|¢m§Vm ´ n × mÝ
§Ùþ¤ Vm IOÄ"
XJXe Ritz-Galerkin^¤áµ
Au − θu⊥Vm (2.1)
K¡ θÚ u©O n× nÝ
 A'u Vm RitzÚ Ritzþ§Ù¥ u ∈ Vm§
u 6= 0"
'Xª(2.1)duQA¯K
V Hm AVms = θs. (2.2)































































½þ v ∈ CÚÝ
 A ∈ Cn×n§Cn þ Krylovfm½Â
Kn(A, v) = span{v, Av, A2v, ..., An−1v}. (2.3)
½Ð©þ v0 ∈ Cn §ArnoldiL§)
 A ∈ Cn×n 3 Krylovfm
Kj(A, x0)þÝKHj,j "
{2.2.1 (Arnoldi).
1: ÀÐ©þ v§v1 = v/‖v‖§V = (v1)
2: é j = 0, ..., m1
2.1µw = Avj
2.2: zµk = V Hw, w = w − V k
2.3: hj = k, hj+1,j = ‖w‖
2.4: XJ hj+1,j = 0§¥ä
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